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·. I

DALE HARRISON, MY

COL·

But there are mil ions of dinner on one blade and the box lid on

umnist neighbor, the other ·~ay parties of four, six or ten from
told of the case of Hal Kemp, which one will be taken in less
orchestra leader, who rejected alt than a year.
* * *
superstitious belief in bad lu~.k:
ONE OF THE INTERESTING
. To demonstrate
·
bits of statistical misinformation
:his freedom
given out .the other day was that
: from such child~
there are 48 winners of state
ish beliefs he
beauty contests now washing
was married on
a Frid a y, the
dishes in Hollywood.
thirteenth
day
of the month;
THE BRITISH, * WE ARE
atte n d i n g the
told, are now using a "snuffer"
wedding w e r e
to extinguish incendiary bombs
two · m i d g e t s,
before they can do any damage.
members of a
The device, as described, resemtroupe with
led an inverted dishpan with a
which Kemp was
long handle. When an incendiary
playing; and
bomb falls the snuffer is placed
Davies
Kemp posed for
over it, and from a container in
his picture, standing under a lad- its interior a quantity of sand is
der with a black cat in his arms, released, which extinguished the
with the date prominently dis- fire.
played in the background. Not
* * *
long after Kemp was accidentally_ SOME OF US WERE DISCUSkilled while in perfect health and sing candle-snuffers the other
at the peak of his career.
day. The instrument exhibited
was a little cone-shaped device of
·* * *
HARRISON IS NOT SUPER· metal which, being placed over
stitious, but he finds something the flame of a lighted candle, ex· uncanny about such an experi- tinguished it. I maintained that
ence as Kemp's. In that episode it was not a snuffer, but an exthe superstitious will find mater- tinguisher, and that a snuffer
ial. to confirm them in their be- was something quite different,
liefs. But does it occur to them being intended to snuff a candle,
that at about the same time sev- but not to extinguish it.
eral thousand other persons. in
* LIGHT FAM·
youth, prosperity and good health
THE DOMESTIC
were ·accidentally killed without iliar in my early boyhood was
having been married on Friday the tallow candle, which was set
and without having stood under in a tin candlestick with a broad
ladders or carried black cats? It base. On that base rested the
is quite possible that of 13 at a snuffer. It was like a pair of
table one will die within the year. shears with a little square box

t\

* *

*

*

the other. When the burning
candlewick had become too long
and began to smoke the snuffer
was used to snip off part of the
wick. The detached portion was
deposited in the little box, which
made a very neat arrangement.
Less frequently used was the extinguisher, which was a simple
hollow cone used to put ~the candle out. At our place we used to
blow it out.

* *

*
GRANDi,
ARents had a story about a nei:vous
MY ENGLISH

preacher who came to preach'.. in a
village church. It was his first
appearance there, and he knew
that the audience was critical,
which it was. After. the prelim1nary exercises, during which his
nervousness had increased, the
preacher announced his te;xt, "I
am the light of the world." He
had lost the starting point of his
sermon, so he re peat~d his text.
Still the opening words eluded
him. Again he repeated the text;
whereupon an old chap in the
audience spoke up: "If thou be
the light of the world thou needs
snuffing."

* * *

SAYS KATHERINE BRUSH:
"If you want to make yourself
realize what a vast nation this is,
just think of the number of dif·
ferent places you can go into at 6
o'clock on a Sunday night and in
each and every one of them hear
Jack Benny."
All right, Katherine, now show
me some place where I won't
have to listen to Jack Benny, and
I'll go there.
·

-.---=~==~========================--:------~-TWO REMARKS MADE DUR· thinks that inasmuch as we have able to see anything immoral orl

ing the week by the New York
Times struck me as being quite
to the point.
Colonel Lingbergh having told
the house com•
mittee that we
stand in no danger of attack
from Germany,
the Times suggests that he be
invited to ap·
pear before the
senate commit•
tee and answer
this single question: "You say
we should preDavies
pare to defend
ourselves. Against whom?"
Again, noting that Senators
Nye and Wheeler are the joint
authors of a resolution calling
on . the belligerents to state their
war aims and reveal whether
they have any secret plans to
acquire territorial spoils, the
Times hopes that Messrs. Nye
and Wheeler will introduce another resolution asking the
president to ascertain whether
there is any truth in these repeated rumors that German
troops are occupying Czechoslovakia, Poland, Norway, Holland,
Belgium and France.
It will be well to have all
these little matters cleared up
while we are about it.

*

*

*

*

*

*

JM.
pressed by the argument that
if we do this or that Hitler will
declare war on us. Whether or
not Hitler will declare war on
ttu> United States depends, not
- ·• what this nation says or
·u~·
~.s, but on what Hitler con·lU
u es to be most likely to serve
~
purpose. When he thought it
~sirable to invade Norway, or
9 ~land, or . his other neighbors,
.e didn't wait for them to anoy or attack him. He just
<trched in.
I AM NOT

t;<

GREATLY

;N THE BASIS OF WHAT

nas been disclosed at the senate
and house committee hearings
it appears that everybody is in
favor of helping Great Britain.
Even Colonel Lindbergh, who
doesn't want either side to win,

started giving aid, we can't very
well quit all at once. Without exception, so far as I can recall,
the other witnesses, even those
who oppose the present bill in
whole or in part, have been
careful to say that they are opposed to Hitler and everything
for which he stands, that they
hope for British victory, and
that they want the United
States to keep on giving help.

* *

I HAVE *BEEN WONDERING

what impression will be created on Italian minds by the
presence of German troops in
Italy. Mussolini has told the
Italians that he was about to reconstruct the glorious Roman
empire. He has talked loudly
of Italian invincibility. But he
has made such a dismal failure of his military campaigns
that he has been obliged to appeal to Hitler for help. Not only
is Hitler sending men and
planes into Italy, but he is sending food and munitions. One
suspects that the Italians are
wondering if their leader has
not led them into quicksand.

*

*

*

AT BISMARCK THE HOUSE

has put to sleep the betting bill
which comes up at every session, and the promise has been
made that it will make its appearance
again two
years
hence. The clincher motion
having been applied, it cannot
be revived at this session without a two-thirds vote. Several
states have legalized betting at
races. At the big races betting
has been general, whether legal
or not, and many who disapprove of gambling in all its
forms have advocated some kind
of legalization in order that
some of the scandals of bootlegging might be prevented, and
that the state might derive some
revenue from a practice that
was bound to continue anyway.

*

TO MANY

*

*

PERSONS BET·

ting is merely a form of entertainment in which the wagering
of small sums gives zest to the
game, and in which little or
no thought is given to the sums
won or lost. I have never been

improper in that. But when the
primary purpose of betting is
to make money, and the game
is played, not for its own sake,
but for the sake of the stakes,
there is introduced an element
of danger, a rock on which
many a character has been
wrecked. And one of the unfortunate features is that the
substitution of one objective
for the other is made so easily
and insidiously. The :fellow
who goes to the races or plays
any kind of game for the pri·
mary purpose of making money
had better watch out. There are
plenty of people in the penitentiaries who could tell him a lot
about it.

*

MOST OF

*

*

THE CORPORA·

tions which own North Dakota
farm lands have acquired them
against their will and are eager
to get rid o:f them. They are
not farming corporations, and
they do not wish either to own
or to operate farms. Their business is the administration o:f
funds which they hold in trust
for thousands, and in some
cases millions of persons, most
of them of small means.
Typical of this group are the
life insurance companies. It is ·
their job to safeguard the
money which has been deposited with them by their policy
holders so that when policies
mature they may be able to
meet the obligations which they
have assumed. Those companies
have loaned money on farm
lands, expecting the loans to be
repaid.
Often, when payment has not
been made promptly, they have
granted extensions. When it be- [
comes apparent that other settlement was impossible, :foreclosure became necessary and
they acquired title.
To say to such concerns that
within a given time they must
sell such properties, no matter
what the business conditions and
the demand for lands might be,
and to require them at the end
of the period to sell to the highest bidder, is outright confiscation of property lawfully acquired and equitably held.

1

SEVERAL PERSONS HAVE large number the algebraic meth- shown in all their pictures of bat-1

found the answer to the little
. arithmetical problem which I presented two or three weeks ago,
which . may be restated as fol·- lows: · One hundred tickets to
an ent er ta inment are sold at
prices, for men,
$5 each; for
women, $3, and
for children, 10
cents. H o w
many of each
Inust be sold to
yield e x a c t ly
$100? The answer must be in
whole numbers,
of course, and
not in fractions of tickets.
The answer is that there must
be sold 16 men's, 4 women's and
80 children's tickets. With one exception those who have replied
have given the answer without
indicating the method by which
they arrived at it.
1

'

* *

* R. C. STALEY,
PROFESSOR

of ,the University mathematics
department, gives an ingenious
algebraic solution which I am
unable to reproduce because of
typographical limitations. Bel cause of the nature of the problem some experimentation is necessary whether the algebraic or
the arithmetical method be used.
Professor Staley's method reduces the number of trials to
three. Several more trials are
necessary with arithmetic, although I am not sure that one
method is not as rapid as the other when the total number involv1 ed does not exceed 100. With a
I

od would save time.
A

* * FROM
*

LETTER

MRS.

Bentley Nelson, formerly Lottie
Rees, of Grand Forks, now of Encinitas, Calif., encloses excerpts
from letters received from her
son Robert, many of whose former chums are now among the
young men of Grand Forks. Bob
is now in the United States navy,
and the letters to his mother
were written on board the U. $.
S. Pennsylvania somewhere in
the Pacific. He mentions some of
his experiences as follows:

* * *

"SO FAR THERE HAS BEEN

only .o ne really unfortunate- occurrence. Laugh - because it's
funny now. I got seasick. I was
sick every half hour all the time
I was awake for the first two
days. And the only reason I
wasn't certain I'd rather ·be dead
than alive was that I couldn't be
exactly certain what being dead
would be like. I wondered what
it would be like to be seasick for
the six years' enlistment, all the
time. Sick bay would have been
worse because it was in the most
sickening part of the ship. But
Ah the good old hammocks! Every night we would hang our
hammocks and be safe from the
seasickening influence of the
ship. I was glad I hadn't had a
chance to get a bunk, and glad
I wasn't on one of the destroyers
sailing along beside us. It really
wasn't too bad, though, but bad
enough for any practical purpose.
Confidentially
though,
the
waves in a storm aren't as big as
mountains. We did go through a
bad storm such as the movies

tleships moving along. That is all
about my seasickness and I am
feeling fit and rearing to go now,
and I never once, even when I
was sickest, regretted signing
my name to the papers that put
me in the navy.

*

*

*

"BILL AND DON MAY BE

interested in knowing that here,
four days out in the Pacific, we
are hearing KFI and KNX as
well as we can in the United
States. Yesterday I even saw a
portable radio getting those stations.
"We sleep in hammocks, lashing and stowing them each day.
We eat at tables with our own
group, using regular dishes, and
having a cook's assistant whom
we take turns helping. It is a
plain life but the kind I like to
lead. I like to earn my living, and
it is necessary.

*

*

"ABOUT THE* ONLY. DIFFI·

cult affair about out ·ship is getting our clothes clean. Our new
division hasn't made arrangement for us 35 rpen to have our
laundry done, · and there are so
many rules about where not to
hang clothes that hanging them ·
is practically impossible. I remember you used to worry about
the strenuous drills we would
have. We have plenty to do, but
we have enough men so it is not
strenuous, · but only en o u g h ·
work for one who is in a navy.
You know that comet-well, last
night I looked for' it-but "that
ain't the way I heard it-" I
looked up and saw dozens of
stars sailing around the smokestack-the ship was rocking so."

THAT PROBLEM ABOUT THE to make the scheme work. Wh e guns are banging away outside

100 tickets sold at three different
prices for a total of $100 has suggested to J. H. Rogers of Walhalla another, which runs as follows: A man
went into a store
and bought a
necktie for which
he · g a v e his
check for one
do 11 a r. The
storekeeper took
a friend out to
lunch, for which
his bill was one
dollar. He indorsed the check
· and with it paid
. for the meal.
The restaurant
Davies
man passed it on to the grocer in
payment of a bill, and so it went
from hand to hand until 20 persons had used it, each making
a profit of 25 cents. The twentieth man took it to the bank, to
\ find that the:t1e were no funds to
meet it. The holder went around
to all who had accepted the check
and collected five cents from
each, standing the final nickel
himself. That reduced each man's
profit to 20 cents. Although the
check itself was worthless it had
enabled 20 men to make a profit
of 20 cents each.
1

*

*

*

1\IR. ROGERS WRITES THAT

this little story was circulated
during the social credit campaign
in Alberta. The Alberta social
credit plan provided in substance
that the provincial government
, should issue paper credit slips
which, having no value of their
· own, and representing nothing
tangible, should pass from hand
to hand as money, the idea being
that trade would thus be stimu( lated and profits made and that
the province would thereby be
made prosperous. The story of
the bogus check was circulated to
: bolster arguments in favor of the
' plan. Actually, the Alberta government has not yet· ·been able
1

is the hitch, if any, in the ch k while these notes are being writstory?
* * *
ten-but who cares? If there is
CONDITIONS IN A COUNTRY any such thing as a fashionable
which is being bombed day and air-raid shelter, ours ought to
night can scarcely · be comfort- qualify for the title. You'd be surable, and without question the or- prised at the number of musiderly life of Great Britain is in- cians who congregate in it during
terrupted by the attacks being raids . . . and it's probably the
made from the skies. But while only time when conductors and
that life is interrupted, it is not composers get together and have
abandoned. The nation is con- a really heart-to-heart talk! At
centrating on the manufacture Queen's Hall, just across the
and use of war material, but road, the management posted up
while this is true, normal activi- a notice advising their patrons to
ties are continued in a way take cover at B. and H's. air-raid
which at this distance seems im- shelter if necessary; so, on th
possible. Not only is the work of whole, we feel we're doing our
producing the ordinary physical bit. And, of course, our schedule
necessaries of life, food, clothing of new publications is proceeding
and so forth, carried on, but there exactly as usual.
is relaxation, ente~tainment, and
"The blitz over London made it
attention given to those things necessary to stop all evening conwhich make for culture.
certs in this city. The Prom Con*
certs at Queen's Hall came to an
NOT LONG AGO I QUOTED abrupt end, after four weeks of
a paragraph or two from an art the season, on September 7th~ It
magazine in London which con- wasn't for lack of support but betinues publication notwithstand- cause the military authorities
ing the fact that its plant has thought it too dangerous for 2,000
been bombed several times and or more people to gather in so
that the magazine must be pub- small an area."
lished, as it were, on the run. The
*
publishers believe, and rightly,
THE MAGAZINE CONTAINS
that in helping to keep alive ap- announcements of dozens of conpreciation of art they are mak- certs to be held, n9t only in Loning a real contribution to the don, but in the ,provinces. We
cause of democracy.
, read often of the bombing of Liv* * *
erpool, but this magazine anNOT ONLY ARE LONDON- nounces eight Saturday concerts
ers reading art magazines, but and eight popular Sunday conthey are listening to good music. certs by the Liverpool PhilharThe trade magazine of a music monic society. One sentence
publishing house has this to say: reads "Suggestions that Italian
* * *
and German composers should
"OF COURSE, WE WERE DE· be banned only arouse rage and
termined that our activities derision among the overwhelmshould not be held up by the blitz- ing majority of concert-goers.
krieg. The whole of our basement
* * *
was long ago converted into an
HIGH PRAISE IS GIVEN
air-raid shelter, so that when the the director of the R. A. F. band
roof-spotters warn us that ene- Wing Commander R. P. O'Donmy planes are getting a little too nell, a relative of Lieutenant J.P.
near, we have only to get down- O'Donnell of Winnipeg who has
stairs and resume our work with several times judged in the state
as little delay as possible. As a high school contests held at the
matter of · fact, the anti-aircraft University.
1

*

*

* *

'.rwo OR THREE WEEKS those days his stock included li- that it is so used indicates t~at l.
ago the St. Paul Pioneer Press
published a picture of "Old
Betts," an Indian woman who
was a familiar figure in St. Paul
in
the
early
days. The picture was recalled to J. U. Zirkelbach, of the
Herald's stereotyping
department, by a letter just received
fro1n a sister
who is still a
resident of St.
P,a ul, where the
elder Zirkelbach
operated a store.
Davies
A par a g r a p h
.
from the letter reads:

.

* * *

" 'OLD BETTS,' THE INDIAN

squaw pictured in the paper, used
to come into Papa's store on
Third street. She always wore a
shawl which she held at the corners in front of her, basket style,
and Papa used to give her all
kinds of things, candy, nuets, eac.
One day he poured molasses in the
shawl, and was she mad! But she
always came again. She liked
Papa's candy. Mama often repeated this incident. 'Old Betts'
was a much-liked and very familiar figure in St. Paul. She was
a typical Indian, beads and all,
and she could take a joke."

* THE
* *EARLIEST

ONE' OF

merchants in Grand Forks was
B. B.. Lariviere, whose granddaughter, Mrs. Arthur Bourassa,
has just given me some fragments of his history. Born in the
Ottawa valley in Canada. Lariviere came to Grand Forks in
1871 and started a store in which
he dealt in furs and general merchandise. As was customary in

quors. About two years later,
hearing of the buildi:r:ig of the
railroad to Crookston, he transferred his business to that point.
Complications resulted over his
liquor license and his stock was
confiscated by federal a gen ts.
Out of this grew litigation which
continbed for several years, and
claims against the government
are still being urged by members
of the family.

*

*

*

the family loyalties of 500 years
ago are perpetuated in the memories of persons now living, and
that there are those who are still,!
at least in theory, partisans of!
the rival houses of Lancaster or
York, whose rivalry kept England
plunged in civil war through a
long and troubled period.

* * *

IN THE SECOND ACT OF
King Richard VI, Shakespeare
I

depicts the scene in the Tern ple

HIS BUSINESS IN CROOliS· garden in which representatives

ton being broken up, Lariviere
moved to Manitoba where he lived near the border for several
years. He is understood to have
started and named the little town
of Wakopa, about 25 miles from
Winnipeg. Always he was interested in the fur trade and he followed it away into the Peace
river country, where he spent the
rest of his days. He was one of
those who moved in advance of
real settlement and strove to
keep ahead of it. The story of
their experiences would make interesting reading if the facts,
now lost, could be resurrected.

* *

* IT WAS ALL
PROBABLY
right for the old woman in Manchester to kiss Wendell Willkie
and give him a bottle of beer, but
how about somebody giving him
the "red rose of Lancaster?" Isn't
there something in the constitution or the statutes about American citizens receiving foreign decorations without the consent of
congress? Mr. Willkie should be
asked to explain that when he
gets home.

* *

*
IT WAS NEWS
TO ME THAT
in England the red rose still has
political significance, even ·as the
symbol of a cause which events
have long since removed fro the
field of controversy. ·The , fac~

of rival factions choose respectively the red and the white rose
as their emblems, supporters of
the 'Lancastrian king choosing
the red rose, and those of Richard of York the wl't.ite. Then followed the Wars of the Roses,
which were to result in the dethronement and murder of King
Henry, the crowning of Edward
of York, the murder of his two
young sons by order of their
uncle Richard, who reigned briefly as Richard III and his death on
the battlefield of Bosworth. That
was one of England's many
stormy periods. Yorkist and Lancastrian families were united by
the marriage of Henry of Richmond to the Yorkist princess, and
to all intents the rivalry between
the two houses ceased. ·
In a similar way marriage has
united other royal families which
once were rivals, and the person
interested in royal genealogies
can trace the descent of the present British king from Alfred the
Great and his Saxon forbears,
through the lines of Normans,
Plantagenets,
Welsh
Tudors,
Scottish Stuarts, German Guelphs
and Danes. And at that, the family tree of the British house of
Windsor is probably no more
complicated and interlaced than
yours or mine, if we could only
get back to the beginnings.
1

DEMAND FOR THE ADMIS- "Lord Ullin's Daughter/' which
sion of Hawaii to the union as a she read in her school days in
full-fledged state becomes more Ontario, as. many others of us
and more insistent. In all prob- did. , The poem is an old favorability congress will have to deal ite which, I think, has been inwith an admis- eluded in many of the American
sion bill at the readers. ·Fortunately I have a
present session. copy available, and I give it here·
There would be with:
Ii ttle opposition
*
*
·to the movement LORD ULLIN'S DAUGHTER.
from any source
.
were it not for
By Thomas Campbell.
the mixed popu- I A chieftain, to the Highlands
lation of the ter- · · bound cries, "Boatman, do
ritory in which
not tarry!
are included not And I'll give thee a silver pound,
only Hawaiians
to row us o'er the ferry."
of . t~e origin~l "Now, who be ye would · cross
n a t 1 v e stram
Loch-Gyle this dark and
D av Ies
.
'
. an d A mericans
stormy water?"
who have migrated from the
mainland, but large numbers of
Chinese and Japanse, many of "Oh, I'm the chief of Ulva's isle,
whom were born on the islands
and this Lord Ullin's daughand are therefore citizens of the
ter.
United States.
And fast before her father's men
* * *
three days we've . fled toA PROBLEM INVOLVED IN
gether,
Hawaiian admission which is per- For, should he find us in the
plexing a few is that of the ar- ~
glen, my blood would stain
, rangement of stars on the flag
the heather.
after admission. On the flag at His . horsemen hard behind . us
present there are 48 stars, one
ride; should they our steps
for each state, arranged in six
discover,
rows of eight stars each. Some Then, who will cheer my bonny
people are wondering how 49
bride, when they have slain
stars would be arranged. Obviher lover?
ously the simplest arrangement
would be that of 7 rows of 7 Out spoke the hardy highland
stars each. But that might call
wight, "I'll go. my chieffor a different spacing of the
I'm ready:
field ~ith reference to the 13 It is not for your silver bright,
stripes. However it does not seem .
but for your winsome lady:·
necessary to lose any sleep over And by my word, the bonny bird
the question.
in danger shall not tarry;
*
So, though the waves are raging
MRS. HARRY w .A Tso N
wh:tte, I'll row you o'er the
would like a, copy of the poem,
ferry.''

*

1

1

•

* *

By this the storm grew wild
apace, the water-wraith was
shrieking;
And, in the scowl of heaven, each
face grew dark as they were
speaking.
But still as wilder blew the wind,
and as the night grew
drearer,
Adown the glen rode armed men
th e i r trampling sounded
nearer.
"Oh, haste thee! haste! the lady
cries;
"though
tempests
round us gather,
I'll meet the raging of the skies,
but not an angry father."
The boat has left a stormy land
~a storll)y sea before her!
When, oh! too strong for human
hand, the tempest gathered
o'er her!
And still they rowed, amidst the
roar of waters fast pre. vailing.
Lord Ullin reached that fatal
shore - his wrath , was
changed to wailing.
For, sore dismayer, through
storm and shade, . his child
he did discover;
One lovely arm she stretched for
aid, and one was round her
lover.
"Come back! come back!" he ·
cried in grief, across this J
stormy water;
"And I'll forgive your Highland
chief! - my daughter! oh,
my daughter."
-·· "Twis vain; the loud wav_es
lashed the shore, return or
aid preventing;
The waters wild went o'er his
child .. and he was left
lamenting!

I READ THE TEXT OF COLN
onel Lindbergh's testimony before the house committee on foreign relations. I reject flatly theconclusion reached by Lindbergh
that a stalemate
in this war is de·
sirable in order
that there may
be reached a
peace based on
I negotiation with
Hitler. I am con·
vinced that the
course of reasoning by which
the speaker
reached that conclusion is unsound from be- ·
ginning to end.
Davies
The stand which Lindbergh has
taken indicates, it seems to me,
utter inability to perceive and
appreciate facts which are selfevident and unmistakable and of
a superlative importance.

I

* *

*

WITH THAT ESTIMATE OF

the value of Colonel Lindbergh's
opinion on the matters which he
, discussed I feel free to comment
· on some· of the criticism to which
Lin~~ergh has been subjected. I
have- before me, for .instance, an
article issued by the N on-Sectarian Anti-Nazi league, which has
headquarters in New York, and
which declares its purpose to be
to "champion human rights," in
which the league's president, one
Profes.s or James H. Sheldon of
Boston, is quoted as denouncing
Colonel Lindbergh and advising
him to go back to flying "lest
America wonder whether the
medal he received from Hitler a
few years ago has not been worn
: too close to his heart."

REJECTING

·EINDBERGH'S

conclusions, as I do, and belfeving
his attitude to be a mistaken one,
I respect him, nevertheless, for
his courage, his sinc.e rity and his
patriotism. I have never seen the
slightest reason to suspect him
of the lack of any of those q ualities, and· I think that the Boston
professor who has gone out of his
way to cast aspersions on Lindbergh and question his motives is
violating those human rights
which his society professes to defend. His attitude is precisely that
of the dictators who would stifle
all freedom of expression. The.
dicta tors stand the culprit against
a wall and shoot him. We have
not yet quite reached that point
in this country, but Professor
Sheldon employs for the time being a passable substitute in vilify.
i~g the man with whose opinions
he does not agree.

*

AN

OLD

*

*

FRIEND,

D.

F.

APPARENTLY NO ONE IS

exempt, as all employers are required to deduct from the wager.·
of their employers in several enumerated occupations not only the
tax on wages earned, but to inelude as taxable earnings a specifk sum for board and lodging
in the several occupations. The
charges for board _and lodging
enumerat~s are: For employes in
lumbering, logging and like
places of employment, 50 to 70
cents per day; employes on farms
(male and female) $11 to $15 per
month; janitors, including lodging for self and family, but not
board, $15 to $25 per month; domestic servants, $3 to $6 per
week. The employer who neglects
to deduct the tax is held personally responsible for it.
· * * .*
FOR THE INFORMATION OF
the voter there is given a table ·
of taxes, general and special
combined for single and married
persons on various incomes. The
single person without dependw
ants pays a tax of $6 on an income of $612. On an income of
$1,000 the tax is $25; on $2,000,
135, and so on progressively until on $10,000 it is $2,287.50. The
married person without depend·
ants begins to pay a tax on an
income of $1,224, which he pays
$12. On $2,500 he pays $100, andf
on .$10,000, $1,970.
'

Douglas of Gilby, has passed on
to me a copy of the "Notice to
Taxpayers" recently issued by
the Canadian government giving
information concerning new Canadian tax legislation to provide
revenues for Canada's war effort. The notice aplies to income
taxes and calls attention to the
additional taxes levied for national defense. In addition to the general income tax, which was al* * *
ready high, there are levied on
MANY AMERICANS
ARE
the incomes of married persons 2 now worrying about their income
per cent if the total income ex- tax for 1940. In comparison with
ceeds $1,200 a year, and on single their Canadian neighbors, as was
persons 2 per cent on incomes be- , said of the man who had never
tween $600 and $1,200, and 3 per had delerium tremens, "they
cent on the total if it exceeds $1,- ain't been nowhere and ain't seen
200 a year.
. .
nuthin!"

I
f

THERE IS REASON FOR
gratification in the fact that the
house of representatives at Bismarck has rejected two bills
which wuuld
have increased
the length of
the election bal·
lot by making
the offices of
g am e commissioner and highway c o m m i ssioner
elective
instead of appointive, as they
are at present.
T h e important
Davies
thing, J;:iowever,
is not the. size or the ballot its~lf, which is already too long.
The paper with which the voter
has to deal at some of our elections would go a long way toward papering a room, and the
addition of another foot or two
would make little difference.

moralize the whole highway program. In both cases intensive
campaigns · would be engineered
by persons interested only in
jobs and their accompanying
salaries. The house has done
well to put both measures to
sleep.

* *

*

PERENNIALLY THE PROBlem · of what to do about lobbying and lobbyists is presented to
legislatures, federal and state.
It has cropped up again in Bismarck this year.
A certain
stigma has always attached to
the term "lobbyists," which of.ten has the force of a fighting
·
word. T h e prevailmg
idea seems
to be that the person who visits
the state or national capital to
persuade legislators to vote on
"our" side on any measure is a
1 valuable public servant, worthy
of all commendation, but if his
mission is to persuade people to
vote on the "other'' side, he is
* * *
a lobbyist, a . dangerous and disOF FAR GREATER IMPOR- reputable character, to be destance are the subjects with pised and detested by all decent
which certain of our officials people.
have to deal and the manner in
*
ALL THE EFFORT THAT
which those officials are to be
elected. The game commission- has been made-and there has
deals with a subject in which, been some very vigorous effort
· not . withstanding its basic im- -has failed to prevent interested
portance, only a small propor- persons from trying to influence
tion of the people of the state legislative votes. And it is just
feel an immediate and lively in- as well that this is so. When a
terest. In respect to that subject measure is pending which a citithere are sharp differences of zen believes will affect adversely
opinion and of interest among or beneficially any lawful inthose who really feel concerned. terest of his, whether in the
Out of those differences spring marketing of his crop, the manurivalries and controversies to facturing of his production, the
which most of the people are in- taxation of his property, or in
different. To make the office of any other way, he is entitled to
game commissioner e 1 e ct i. v e communicate his views and exwould drag into political con- . press his wishes to members of
flict an office in which .most vot- his legislature. He may assoers feel only passive interest and ciate himself with several thouconcerning which they are in sand others and visit the capital
no position to ju~ge.
in person, as was done last week
*
at Bismarck, or he may emTO MAKE THE OFFICE OF ploy someone to represent him
hi~hway commissioner elective and state his case, more. effecwould project into every elec- tively perhaps than he could do
tion <:!ampaign local rivalries over himsel. Those are constitutionroad projects which would de- al rights of which no legislation
1

* *

er

* *

can properly deprive him. He is
morally, and perhaps criminally
culpable if to achieve his purpose he uses threat or bribery or
makes appeal on anything but
the merits of the case.

*

*

*

*

*

*

WITHIN A FEW DAYS WEN ..
dell Willkie will be home after
such an experience as has never
before been ~njoyed by any private American citizen at any
ti:rpe or under any circumstances.
Many private citizens have gone
abroad to examine conditions
which interested th~m. They
have moved about quietly and·
have been received courteously,
but their visits have attracted
little attention here or elsewhere. Others, such ·a s Colonel
House, have gone as private citizens, without official title, but
really as accredited representatives of an American president,
and recognized everywhere as
ambassadors at large."
WILLKIE'S
POSITION
IS
unique. He holds no office and
he wears no title. He went to
Great Britain of his own motion,
a defeated candidate for the
presidency, a severe critic of
many of the domestic policies of
the administration, condemned
and repudiated by many of the
leading members of the party
whose standard bearer he was in
last fall's campaign. Yet he was
welcomed as if he represented
the government of the United
States. For him all doors were
thrown open. He went where he
chose, and with equal freedom
visited the king in his castle, the
prime minister in his office and
the laborer i~ his cottage. He
saw the devastated areas of
great cities and he p~ayed darts
with a collier in a pub. He returns home with a wealtp of information ~uch as no other man
could have acquired in like time.
He will appear presently before
a congressional committee, and
his testimony there is certain to·
be one of the high lights of the
session.

,I

NOT ALL STATEMENTS ARE tions with others or which could ards are nec~ssarily set up. The

in agreement concer;ning the
physical condition of persons examined as to their fitness for
military service. It is certain,
hhwever, · that
there . are many
rejections. One
state:rnent often
repeated is that
25 per cent of
those examined
are rejected for
1
physical reasons,
and that alleged
fact is cited as
evidence of an
alarmingly low
state of publi.c
health in the
Davtes
United States. It
is held, among other things, to
indicate the wide prevalence of
.abject poverty.

* * *

THE HUMAN BODY IS

A

complex thing, so complex, and
containing so many things that
may get out of order that it
would be next to a miracle if one
I specimen should survive the hazards of growth, occupation and
1
a:rnusement for 21 years and be
in absolutely perfect condition.
Some defects are so slight as to
be of no consequence, and that
fact is accepted by army and
navy authorities, who demand,
not perfection, but such an approach to it as will render the
individual able to perform the
duties to which he may be assigned.
1

be transmitted to their offspring.
Many are rejected because of
visual defects, defects of which
they have been completely unconscious, which have never interferred in any manner with their
work or play, _but which might
prove a handicap in the performance of certain specific military
duties.

*
AND

*
THOSE,

*
OTHER

DE-

fects of like nature, may have
existed from birth or may have
resulted from accident. Some
may be the result. of improper or
insufficient food, of bad habits,
or of any one of a multitude of
causes. Some of them could have
been corrected in time. They have
not been corrected, perhaps because of poverty, perhaps because of negligence, perhaps because of lack of knowledge. To
attribute them wholesale, as is
often done, to deplorable economic conditions is the height of absurdity.

*

* *

MALNUTRITION,

UN F O R-

tunately, is apt to be exceedingly prevalent among the very
poor. But it is by no means con.:
fined to the poor. It is found often among the children of the
rich, to whom food in abundance
and in infinite variety is available, but whose food has not been
chosen wisely or used intelligently. And there are few, except
among the desperately poor,
who would suffer from manutriMANY OF THOSE*8EJECTED tion if the food actually available
for military service are in good to them were used as it could and
health and are able to perform should be.
effectively the ordinary work of
*· * *
civil life and have no · defects
IN THE SELECTION OF MEN
t which
would impair their rela- for military service certain stand-

* *

broad fact that a certain percentage of young men do not quite
measure up to those standards
does not of itself tell ar1ything
about social or economic conditions. Before conclusions can be
reached each case must be traced
to its source.

* * *

MY COLUMNIST NEIGHBOR

Harrison tells of the woman hotel
guest who stole a cuspidor and
then found it on her hotel bill,
-price eight dollars, whereupon
she ordered another like it at the
reduced price of four dollars. I
know a bigger one than that. A
man and hls wife stopped , over
night at a hotel in a Minnesota
resort town on their way to a
lake cottage which they had built
and were fitting up in 'luxurious
style. They appeared to be people
of means. As their baggage was ·
being taken to their car, and before they had paid their bill, the
manager was called hurriedly to
their vacated room by a hotel
employe. There he found that his
guests had stripped the bathroom
of everything that could be unscrewed, detached and carried
a way in their suiteases. Returning to the office he added to the
guests' bill, which had already·
been made out, "Bathroom fixtures, $65." When the head .of the
departing family received the
bill he glanced at it, then paid it
without a quiver or a word of explanation. The usual goodbyes
were said in the most cordial
manner, and everybody seemed
perfectly
happy.
Apparently
those people were abundantly
able to pay for all the fixtures
they wanted, and had no need to
steal them from a hotel bathroom.

I

WRITING

FROM

DEVILS bulbs such as those of tulips. If

Lake Mrs. Arthur Powell says:
"On Sunday, February 2, I discovered I had about six tulips up
on the east side of the house near
the chimney. I
have been watching your column to see if
yours are up."
On J.'eceiving
Mrs. P o w e 1 ' s
card I went out
1
and looked and
c o u I d discoven
not a sign of a
tulip. Sever a 1
years
ago
I
found many of
them up on February 5, and
Davies
from their appearance it appeared that they had been up for several days. That was the earliest
for mine, so far as I know. In
some other years the bed was
heavily drifted over and I could
not ten · when the shoots first
showed above ground.

*

*

*

I A-'1\1 NOT EXPECTING TO
see my tulips showing very early
this year because the ground
where they are planted has been
bare practically all winter. When
it is well covered with snow the
snow serves as a blanket, and
while the surface may freeze, the
soil beneath receives some waste
heat through the basement wall.
· I have found that after tulip
shoots show above ground they
will stand quite heavy freezing
without apparent injury, but if
the freezing is prolonged and severe the plants, and even th(~ blqssorns are apt to be stunted.
·

*

*

*

THERE IS SOMETHING

IN-1

tere~ting about the behavior of

left lying on the surface of the
ground to freeze they will rot,
but if planted a few inches deep
they will freeze solid with the
earth and then thaw out and
grow. There is a little Alpine
flowering plant which grows
away up on the Swiss mountains
whose shoots will make their
way through hand frozen ground
or even through solid ice if it · is
not too thick. They operate,
however, not by main force, but
by chemical action. Through
some reaction within their tissues they generate heat, by
means of which they ·thaw their
way to the surface. I wonder if
tulips and some of our other familiar bulbous plants do not operate in a similar way.

*

*

*

ACCORDING TO STATISTI-

ANOTHER FACTOR IS THAT\

more people live a long time.
Probably the extreme span of
life had not been increased. Some
men lived to as great age cen·
turies ago as any men live today. But under improved health
conditions more persons than
formerly reach relatively great
ages.

*

* * ,

I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED
in. looking over the obituary page
of the late issue of the Billboard,
national amusement magazine.
The persons whose deaths are recorded there has been associated
with the amusement world, as
writers of plays, as actors, or
often as members in various capacities of the forces of circus
and carnival companies. · The
thing Jhat interested me was the
long life of most of those whose
deaths were recorded. · Most of
them were more than 70, many
more than 80, and some had passed the age of 90, 'a nd according
to the brief biographies, most of
them had been active almost until the end.

cal reports we are <;!Ontinually
growing older. Most persons will
not be surprised at that, for they
are conscious of the fact from
their own experience. The statistics, however, do not relate to the
age of the individual, who is
necessarily older now than he
was a year ago, but to the average age of the population. The
* * *
average age of the American peoWE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO
ple is several years greater think of the life of the strolling
now than it was 10 years ago.
player as a hard one. During the
* * *
greater part of the y ear
ONE FACT THAT IS CITED the trouper has no home.
in explanation for this is that the He moves from place to place, is
American birth rate is lower now subjected to all the inconvenienthan at the beginning of the de- ces of travel, is apt to eat irregcade. · This is. true notwithstand- ularly and often of poorly prei g the birtp of the .C ass county pared food. Yet many who are
quadruplets and several other in- subjected to such conditions seem
stanc;es of multiple birth. In g~- .to retain their vigor and to reach
era American f,3.milies are sma11- great age in spite of hardships.
er than they were. When the e Perhaps -one .explanation is that
are fe\ver very young persctis only the tough ones survive. The
_the q.Vt'fage is raised. .
\ rest die young.

1

NEW YORK AND THE AD· recently, and his death has recall- story of one experience of Stejacent seaboard ' 'Were treated to ed one of the dramatic incidents phen A. Douglas, whicl;t in some
respects parallels that of Mca torrential February rain last of that convention.
*
*
*
Adoo.
Both incidents occ~rred in
'Week 5n 'Which the city itself reIT
BECAME
KNOWN
THAT
Chicago.
ceived 2.63 inches of water in a
an arrangement has been made
* * *
single day. Some
by which the California vote was
IN 1853 DOUGLAS INTRO·
· t i m e e a rl i e r
to be transferred from Garner duced the bill which provided for
heavy snow had
to Franklin D. Roosevelt. When the admission of Kansas and
fall en, 'W h i c h,
the convention assembled for its Nebraska as states and which
heaped up on
evening session that fact was recognized the principle of
the sides of the
understood, and it was clear that "squatter sovereignty." The bill,
streets, froze inRoosevelt would be nominated. passed with amendments in 1854,
to masses of ice
The
roll call began, and when was very unpopular in the
before it could
California
was reached McAdoo North, and when Douglas apbe removed. The
took
the
platform
to explain the peared in Chicago to deliver an
weather turned
vote
that
he
was
about
to cast. address defending his position
'Warm and the
Everyone
knew
what
that
vote there were angry demonstraice thawed and
'Would be, and McAdoo was greet- tions against him. On the day
loosened. Then
ed with howls of derision. Time of the meeting flags on all the ,
came the deluge
which swept it ·,
Davies
after time he attempted to speak, shipping in the harbor were hung
into the streets and clogged the but he was drowned out by the at half mast. Church bells 'Were
sewers. Pictures are shown of uproar. In a moment of compara- rung as a signal for the assembgreat city areas as completely tive quiet between howls he ling of the mob, which came, acafloat as any thing that has been shouted that he was an accred- cording to the published story,
seen in floods along the Mississ- ited delegate to the convention, armed with bowie knives and pisippi. LaGuardia field, th~ city's and entitled to floor, and, he ad- tols. When Douglas appeared he
great airport, 'Was completely ded, "I intend to say what I want was greeted with "the most uncut off from communication as to say!" A measure of quiet was earthly hows," and when he · be
telephone cables ·b ecame soaked finally, restored, and McAdo gan to speak he was showered
and were put out of commission., made his statement and record- with eggs and other missles.
It was the greatest 'Winter flood ed his delegation's vote, which Douglas appealed to the sense of
in the history of the city. ,
practically decided the· issue.
fairness; he ridiculed the crowd; ,
*
he denounced it for cowardice;
* * *
IN 1860 THERE WAS PUB but all in vain. The story conAT THE DEMOCRATIC NAtional convention in Chicago in lished a book entitled "Wells' II- tinues:
1933 the galleries were filled lustrated National Campaign
* * *
with a noisy crowd of supporters Handbook,'' containing the plat"HAVING HELD THEM AT
of the candidacy of Al Smith for form adopted by the four parties bay .from 8 o'clock in the evethe
presidential
nomination. in the presidential campaign of ning of Saturday till past 12, in
Speakers in favor of any other 1860, with biographical sketches· the midst of their imprecations
candidate Were greeted 'With of the candidates, Bell and Ev- and violence he deliberately took
howls and jeers and at times the erett, Lincoln and Hamlin, Doug- out his watch, and, looking at it,
convention was in a state of las and J oh1.1son, and Breckin- said to the crowd: 'It is Sunday
· pandemonium. The California ridge and Lane, ~ith Sam Hous- morning! I have to go to church;
delegation, pledged to Garner of ton running as an independent. and you may 'go to hell!' He then
Texas, was headed by William G. In a copy of that book 'Which I retired, pursued by the - mob to
McAdoo, whoe death occurred have before me there is told the his hotel."

* *

I

WELLS' CAMPAJGN HAND- northern branch of the Democra- from wh.i ch could · be made
book for 1860, · to which I refer- tic party at a convention held at 16,875 tons of alcohol. This alco-

Baltimore. Before the · convention hol could be used instead of
was held Douglas was asked if his petrol for a great many purposes
friends were at liberty to present .and would · free approximately
his n&me to the convention. He 11,000 tons of petrol, enough to
replied that if tqe conv~ntion in- enable 500 planes to raid London
dorsed and adhered to the prin- every night for two months. (B)
ciples which he had so often de- -Ten shiploads of meat, (50,000
·fended, he would permit his tons) could be converted into
name to be used, but otherwis.e ·' 6,250 tons , of · fats and 600 tons
he would not accept the nomina- of glycerine, . which is impor'tion if it were tendered hiin.
tant for blastiQg, explosive and
* * *·
for many industrial uses such
THE CONVENTION INDORS· as treating cloth and making
ed his views and nominated him. plastics. (C)-Ten shiploads of
In expressing thanks for the hon- milk (50,000 tons) would make
or. and said "I have no political eno·u gh butter to replace 2,126
speeches to make during the en- tons of margarine. This would
suing canvass. If my political op- release enough fats to make
inions , are not known to the peo- 1,850 tons of lubricating oil,
ple of the United States, it is not enough to lubricate fifty subworth while for me to attempt to marines on twelve journeys
explain them now."
across the Atlantic. The residue
He adhered to that decision from the milk could be made
during the campaign. On a later into 1,500 tons of casein for
occasion, at a monster meeting plastics. (Plastics can be used
held in his honor, he repeated for making anything from ash
his expressions · of gratification trays to aeroplane parts.)
and also · restated his determina* * *
tion to make no politi~~l speech·
"FROM THE ABOVE :iT IS
es. He added:
·
seen, ther_e fore that wheat ship·
"It is the first time in my .life ped to Britain on the lend-lease
, AN EXAMPLE OF THE TONE that I have ever been placed in basis might, in part, be used to
of the ~ook is found in one para.- the position to look on and see a replace potatoes from which algraph· relating to Abraham Lin- fight without taking a hand in cohol to be used for munitions
can be obtained. Also in this
coln .. Mention has just been made it."
*
connection, the Wall Street
of Lincoln's votes in congress on
IN CONNECTION WITH THE Journal says that a proposal is
two- questions. The next parapotential influence of the war on now under consideration to ship
graph reads:
"These two instances furnish a American agriculture one of the a substantial part of the grain
correct index to Lincoln's subse- grain marketing firms quotes and cotton now in storage at inquent votes on the questions in- from an English publication as terior points of the United
States to Gulf and perhaps Atvolved, and, in fact, his course follows:
* * *
· "1antic seaports. One of the reahas been consistent and unwavering on all the questions of the. "A FACT WHICH MUST BE~ sons for shipping grain to the
· day. How far it has been judi- borne in mind is that ·in modern seapo~ts at this time is the pos~
. ~ious, patriotic and ·useful to the war many foodstuffs can be sibility that the lease-lend bill
country, it ·is not our province to converted into materials for may cover the shipment of food·
.determine."
·
military purposes. For example stuffs to . Great Britain. Grain
(A) - Ten shiploads of wheat at the seaboard would be avail* * *
STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS WAS (50,000 tons) would replace (in able immediately for ocean transnominated for president by _ the food value) 187,500 tons potatoes, fer."
·
red in this column yesterday, was
not the publication of any campaign committee. It was published as a private
enterprise, obviously for sale.
It is a book of
upwards of 350
p a g e s, legibly
cloth, and it is
now in quite
g o o d condition
despite its age.
Its biographical
sketches of the
presidential and
vice presidential
candidates a r e
useful . now as
Davies
presenting in small space an outline of the issues which confronted the nation in the campaign
which itnmediately preceded the
Civil war. Its treatment of the
candidates is moderate and fair,
and the manifest purpose of . the
book is to present the issues impartially and in intelligible manner.

* * *

*

*

HOW TRICKY AND UNCER· it. Neither could ~ome others of Our faith triumphant o'er our
fears,
tain are our memories. Not long my friends. It has been s ggest-

ago a correspondent asked .f or a
copy . of the old poem "Lord Ull
lin's Daughter." Once I could
h av e - repeated
the poem off.
hand without
any
difficulty.
When the req u e.st for it
came I co u Id
remember only
bits here and
there. Association r e c a 11 e d
.i
other' bits. A
friend was in a
similar predicament. Together
we were able to
Davies
patch together most of the poem.
Fortunately I had a complete
copy, but the memory test was
, interesting.
-!

LAST

*

* *

SUNDAY,

IN

THAT

memorable
speech,
Winston
Churchill quoted a few lines from
Longfellow's poem "The Building of the Ship." The passasge
quoted is from the last stanza of
a poer11 several pages long. That
·stanza has often been printed as
an independent poem and has
been used freely in school read·
ers, anthologies and other collections. Probably there are few
lines in the language than those
quoted by Mr. Churchill. But I
couldn't have finished the quotation if my life had depended on

ed that there are many who have Are all wi h thee-are all with
thee.
not access to the poem who would
like to preserve them. I am there* * *
fore quoting the as follows:
A CORRESPONDENT WHO
signs himself "Freshman" has
*
SAIL ON, 0 SHIP OF STATE! been reading those Joe Turp letBy Henry W. Longfellow.
ters which appear in some of the
Thou to, sail on, 0 Ship of State! Sunday papers, and they have
Sail on, 0 UNION, strong and given him some ideas about punc·
tuation. He writes:
great!
Humanity, with all its fears,
"De~r sir: I like those Joe Turp
With all the hopes of future letters because they are not punctuated hardly any if that much
years,
Is hanging breathless on thy which seems to me about right
for I don't see any sense in messfate!
We know what Master laid thy ing up what you say with a lot
of commas and semi-colons and
keel,
What Workmen wroµght thy ribs all like that which I don't see any
of steel,
meaning to and I can understand
Who made each mast, and sail, what Joe Turp is driving· at I
and rope,
without all those funny marks
What anvils rang, what hammers so whats the use if you have anybeat,
thing to say thats worth saying
In what a forge and what a heat you dont haye to draw a picture ·
Were shaped the anchors of thy of it to make people understand
hope.'
there are some dumb ones that
Fear not each sound and shock, couldnt understand if you put a
'Tis of the wave and not the rock; semicolon between every word
'Tis but the flapping of the sail, signed your affectionate friend
And not a rent made by the gale! freshman."
In spite of rock and tempest's
* * *
roar,
LONG AGO TRACY BANGS
In spite of false lights on the and I were discussing punctuashore,
tion, and Tracy said: "I have just
Sail on, nor fear to breast the one rule for punctuation. I write
sea!
until I am out of breath; then I
Our hearts, our hopes, are all make a dash and take a fresh
with thee.
start." ~nd Tracy never had any
Our hearts, our hopes, our pray- difficulty i~ making himself uners, our tears,
derstood.

I

* *
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i
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IT SEEMS TO ME 'FHA THE
thing of immediate interest' ,in
respect to Wendell Willkie's acts
and expressions is not how long
he . has been a
member of the
Republican party, but whether
or not what he
says makes good
sens~. And I
think · most of it
does~... Willkie has
condemned vigorou.s ly the general o attitude of
President Roosevelt i11 respect to
Davtes
domestic p o I icies~r He has condemned Roosevel~'~ continual grasping for power. There are features of the pre1,ent lend-lease bill which he does
not like. But a situation has arisen in which the president has
proposed measures of aid for
peoples who are fighting for the
right i:o choose their own way of
life; and with that fact before
him, Willkie . suspends discussion
of 9ther matters, waives, as far
as possible, differences of methods _on the subject of giving aid,
and suppoi:ts wholeheartedly the
major plan without respect to its
origin. That is constructive
statesmanship and good Americanism-i
,,
I J'/l'

NOT. , HEARD
OF
I
,
anyone int '.rviewi~g all the ' people of the iddle western states
on the subject of defense and Linternational relations, but where..
ever I mingled with men, and
under whatever circumstances I
find no substantial difference of
opinion with reference to those
subjects. They are not all of one
mind, of' course. Concerning numerous details they differ widely,
just as the inhabitants of other
a;reas do, but on the main issue
they appear to be as united as
others are.

* * *

TOO OFTEN THE ATTITUDE
of the people of these states is
judged by the attitude of the representation of the states on
congress. The fact is that many
of the men whom the people of
these states have sent to the senate and the house of representatives are political accidents, owing their positions to the mysterious workings of complicated political machines. Chosen without
the slightest reference to their
opinions on any subject whatever. Then, when they wave t~eir
arms and raise their voices in
congress, many who have no
means of knowing better suppose that they are voicing the
sentiments of the middle west.
Actually, ·they do not know or
* * *
I GROW WEARY OF THE care what those sentiments are.
constantly reiterated statement
*
that the people of the middle
THERE IS TO BE NO DIVI·
west, the great plains states, are sion of North Dakota into conrelatively indifferent to war con- gressional districts at this time.
ditions in Europe, to the possible We had the district plan once, but
effect of those conditions on the it didn't last. During the present
:United States, and to the prob- legislative session the districting
lem of · national defense. There plan was opposed by some mem..
seems to be a notion that the bers on the ground that as North
people living in the center -of the Dakota is an agricultural state it
contlp.ent are mentally and spir- is important that its representaitually different from others be- tives in senate and house be
cause of the accident of their chosen from the agricultural elelocation. I suppose that in some ment. By electing members at
minds there will persist for gen- large both congressmen can be
erations the belief that the peo- chosen from the Missouri river
ple of the Dakotas, Nebraska and territory or thereabouts while if
Kans.3s are still hunting bu~falo the state were divided one memand ·being scalped by Indians. her might .be chosen :from the
l'he.""'o ne belief seems about as vicinity of the ed river valley.
har.a.~ to eradicate as the other.
Check over the resent represen-

* *

tatiot and see how ma.uy farmers we· have in Washington.

*

* *

THERE IS A RATHER GENeral impression that when a state
is divided into congressional districts each congressman must be
a resident of the district which
he represents. That is the usual,
and, I believe,· the invariable
practice. There is, however, no
constitutional requirement to
that effect. All that the constitution has to say about it is tha~
the representative shall be an
inhabitant of the state in which
he shall be chosen. Therefore a
man living in one district might
legally be chosen· a representative
in congress from another distrlct. Even though a state legislature might rule that the representative shall be an inhabitant
of the district which elects him,
in the improbable event of the
election of a non-resident, the ·
person so chosen would probably
be entitled to his seat.

* * *

IN CONNECTION WITH THE
plans for supplying war material
to Great Britain through the taking over by the United States gov·
ernment of British contracts .tor
war material to be made in this
country, such material, togethei·
with other material ordered uy
our government to be lent or
leased to Britain, there _has been
raised the question of efficiency.
When the British began their
war effort they made numerous
mistakes, as any nation would
do in like circumstances. But
many of those mistakes have
been corrected through experi- ,
ence, a_n d it is said that the work
of production under British contracts with American manufacturers is now proceeding smoothly, efficiently arid swiftly. Our
machinery for arranging such
work is in process of instruction,
and we are experiencing some of
the, confusion which the British
experienced, but have overcome.
There are many who still believe
that it would have been better
to provide the British with ample
credits and let them make their
·own contracts.

I

.TREAS~~D

AMONG

THE

keepsakes of a long .life by Mrs.
James Elton, 202 Belmont road,' is
a bookmark which was given to
her by her mother during her
.·.·.·.··.· .
childhood. The

-till/fjfi/]jlJ[ij;i

That Thou wilt pardon us
To whom all praise, all honor
AS WE FORGIVE
should be given,
Let that . love teach, · wherewith/
For thou art the Great Qod
Thou dost acquaint us
'
WHO ARE IN HEAVEN
To pardon all
Thou by Thy wisdom · rul'st the
THOSE vVHO TRESPASS
AGAINST US.
And though sometimes Thou
HALLOWED BE THY NAME
· findst we have forgot ·
Let never more delays divide us This love for Thee, yet help
from
AND LEAD US NOT
Thy glorious grace, but let
Through soul or body's wants to
TH~ KINGDOM COME.
desperation,
Let Thy command opposed be by
Nor let earth's gain drive us
none,
INTO TEMPTATION,
But Thy good pleasure and
THY WILL BE DONE.
Let no~ the soul of any ~rue be~ If
hever
.
And let our promptness to obey
Fail ~n the time of trial,
,
be even
BUT
DELIVER
The very same
Yes, save them from the malice
ON EARTH AS 'TIS IN
o.f the devil,
HEAVEN.
And
in
·poth life· and death keep
Then for our souls, 0 lord, we
US FROM EVIL.
also pray
Thus pray we, Lord, for that of
Thou wouldst be pleased fb
Thee from . whom
GIVE US THIS DAY
ThP. food of life wherewith our This may be had,
FOR THINE IS THE KINGDOM,
. .souls ~re fed,
This world is Thy work in wond·
Suff1c1ent raiment and
rous story,
OUR DAILY BREAD
With eve:Y needful thing to Thou To Thee belongs
THE POWER AND THE GLORY
reheve us,
And all Thy wondrous works
And of Thy Mercy pity and ~
· have ended never
FORGIVE US
All our misdeeds for Him whom But will remain for ever and
FOR EVER.
Thou didst please
Thus we poor creatures would
To make an offering for
OUR TRESPASSES.
confess again,
And
·
thus
would say eternally
And jnasmuch, O Lord, as we
believe
AMEN.

;~~::n:~~u/~oi~ Forev=~~~;:e;~:~e frame

inches wide and
• •.,e: :::::.. .. ·.::JJ/I!
a foot . long, and
):-:.::=:=··:f!?::::::}/)ff . on it is display..
· F -:-:::=<;'.'.::\J}· ed the text of
\ :::~41tt·~;tf
the Lord's pray· ==;\{ff:· .:··_;fL:
er, the phrases
\_::. .:-::/(/·
also f o r m i n g
f/·<fr/\f?
parts of verses
,:,:.:-:-:·
expressing religious sentiment.
Mrs. Elton is one
of · the pioneer
residents of
Grand Forks. In the early days
of river navigation she came
here with her husband, the late
James Elton, who held a position with one of the transportation companies. Now, at 87 years
of age, though handicapped by
Idefective hearing, she maintains
a lively interest in the affairs of
her' church and the society of her
friends. Following is the text that
appears on the bookmark, arranged in its approximate form:
Jf:J:t=ttttit:

OUR FATHER

* *

* -

THE LORD'S PRAYER

·
Thou to the mercy-seat our souls
dost gather
To do our duty unto thee,

I

------------------------------c-~~-- -~--~-----:.___
EARLY IN THE WINTER I
published in . this ' column a series of excerpts ·from letters re. ceived from Miss Elizabeth
Burnham, former secretary of the
y~ W.· C. A. of
-~
Grand Forks,
telling of her exp e r i e nc e s en
· route from San
Francisco to Istanbul, Turkey,
to . which city
she had been assigned for Y. W.
C. A. work~ Miss
Burnham is now
in · Is tan bu I,
around w h i c h
Icity the war! ring forces in
Davies
the eastern area may soon be
engaged in deadly conflict. 0th·
er letters received from her by
the circuitous routes along which
mail must now travel continue
the story of her journey toward
her destination. Excerpts from
these will be given as space is
available, perhaps at the rate of
two or three a week while the
supply lasts. The following notes
, are of the stop at Bombay:
1

* * *

"I AM STILL MAKING MY
way, again on calm seas, toward
, Istanbul, Turkey. The water and
clouds . do not seem to be quite
as beautiful as during our journey over the Pacific, or could it
be that I am not quite as entranced by their spell after over
two months of traveling mostly
. over the waves. We had an unI expected but interesting break in
.l our voyage by a two weeks laY.-

over in Bombay while awaiting · beaming, as we walked around
transportation up the . Persian the center. They , presented each
Gulf. The fast boats have been one of us with a flower from the
taken off the Gulf for more im- garden when we left. These were
portant use elsewhere, so this low caste . children whose pastretch· of our journey is taking rents worked in the mills for the ·
two weeks · instead of the estim- most part. We visited some of
ated orie week.
the tenement homes or· chawls
"Bombay was interesting but where these children .lived with
appalling too. There seemed to sometimes as many as three
be so many problems; so many familie~ crowded together in one
divisions because of languages, room. We don't know the meancastes, religions, districts and ing of poverty! One could buy
nationality mixtures. There w.as anything and everything in the
that awful poverty! Perhaps we native bazaars of Bombay-Palm
were more conscious of all this Olive soap~ Ponds cold cream,
as we lived at the Y. W. C. A. Drene shampoo, other articles
Hostel and talked with more peo- just as familiar to the Englishple about conditions. The Hostel man. · There were lovely Indian
atmosphere was ra~her reserved prints, jewelry, brass and all
and formal with English secre- kinds of things for every day
taries in charge, yet we were .use. We saw quite a number of
comfortable there. Miss Peder- women heavily veiled with just
son, the club secretary, a Danish a lattice strip in front of their
woman who worked in the Dan- eyes. In some sections the begish church mission of Southern gars were thick and you had to ·.
India, until it was no longer sup- beware of the betel nut chewing
ported from home to<"1n us on sev- populace who stained the paveeral expeditions. We visited a so- ment and sidewalks with this orcial s~rvice center started by the ange yellow juice. We saw from
Y. W .. C. A. but now under an- a distance the Parsis' Tower of
other board where the children Silence where the .members of
from· a poor district come for this community leave their dead
recreation, education in health to be quickly taken care of by the
habits and are treated at the clin- thousands of vultures. They canic if necessary.
not pollute the ground or fire
* * *
by disposing of their dead i11
"A GROUP OF ADORABLE these ways. It seems a strange
little girls in costumes danced custom especially as the Parsis
several Indian folk dances most are better educated, have more
gracefully. They were all excit- money and are more progressive
ed about having a moving picture than other communities. The
taken of them and it turned out leading merchants are of this
a very good one too. They came class .
up so confidingly and put their
(The story will be continued in
little hands in ours, . their faces tomorrow's issue).

FEW THINGS OF INTEREST with familiar sounding problems
escaped the eyes_ of Miss Eliza- and their amusing light spo~s.
beth Burnham, former Grand She had a group of three old iv·
ory elephants on her mantel that
Forks Y. W. C. A. secretary, dur- I managed to leave there though
ing her visit in Bombay while en they would have fitted into my
route to her des- line up at home very well indeed.
tination in Is- We had a home cooked American
tanbul, Turkey, Sunday dinner with an American
and in the fol- missionary couple which was
I o w in g para- most appreciated after the comgraphs, a con- bination of Indian and English
tinuation of her food at the Hostel.
letter that was
* * *
started
yester"I AT~ENDED A LUNCHE9N
day in this col- meeting of American women at
umn, she tells the Bombay Sports club. A most
briefly of what attractive Indian woman in a
she witnessed. gorgeous sari disc·u ssed the
Several interest· problems of the servant in the
ing
excursions home. As she is actively interestDavtes
in the vicinity, ed in social work and with a
brought many things to her at- group of women has studied the
tention Her letter continues:
situation, her talk was most re* * *
vealing and informative. She
"SOME OF MY HAPPIER said, "In deciding what the emmemories of Bombay are: the ployei; should pay a servant,
Idrive we had through Bombay start with a knowledge of a livwith a high caste Indian and his ing wag(!; for food alone · one
charming wife; the bright eyed person must have for essentials
intelligent girls in the Y. W. C. the equivalent of $1.80 or $2.10
A. commercial classes; the palm per month, the latter figure with
tree lined boulevard along the meat in the diet. Most 'boys' have
Arabian sea shore . line; the Vic- a family to support back in some
toria Gardens; the vine covered village and they must send
walls; the colored draped cos- money to. them, and then there
tumes of the people and the soft are the debts handed down from
footed willing service of our their fathers." Food is cheap but
"boy" at the Hostel who brought wages are very low. You must
us tea, · called us for our bath, · have two or three servants in a
and took care of us and our small household and then there
room. We had a most enjoyable is the sweeper, a low caste man
afternoon and tea with a· young who comes in for that bit of
English lady in her very modern work. The others can't and will
and beautiful apartment, high on ' not do it.
a hill overlooking the Arabian
* * *
sea. She is a member of the Y. W.
"WE HAD A NUMBER OF IN·
C. A. board, chairman of finance; teresting excursions with Dr. Bar.:.
1

I

ney and Miss Bakker whom I
mentioned in my last letter..They
tried ;.o secure reservations on
this boat to go on up to the Bahrain Islands half way up the
Persian Gulf, but the steamship
company said there was-no· room
and there would be no room on a
boat for at least two weeks after
we left. We felt sorry for them
and as we had enjoyed them we
invited them into our second
class cabin for which we were
paying first class rates. As compensation, the company had
thought to put only the two of
us in the cabin, though there was
a third berth, we suggested an
army cot for -the fourth bed. The
company after much deliberation
and a written . statement from
Doris and me that we would be
willing to have the two extra persons, said they could come. We
were pretty thick in that cabin
to say the least, but we made out
very well an.ct bad a lot of fun
about it. I slept in the top berth
and had to wait for the cot to
be rolled up before coming down
in the morning. I had my early
morning tea, an English custom,
handed up to me each morning
by Miss Bakker who sat on her
cot and poured. Then the roll call
started for baths, whfoh by the
way were the dipper variety, you
provided your own shower. You
should have seen us the morning
the custom officials made their
early morning visit in Karachi
before we were up! Those two
men insisted on opening every
piece of our baggage, while a
wonian official stood in the door- ·
way part of the time. They found
nothing to which they objected.

-- ·.--·-·----------------------IN THE FOLLOWING PARA· National Girl Reserve secretary,
graphs, a continuation of the in- now married to a Standard Oil
teresting story · started a few man and living
India. She
days ago, Miss
Elizabeth Burn- took the four of us around Karham, f O rme r achi, quite a modern city. in
Grand Forks re- many respects, showed us the
siclent, tells how Sultan's palace and outstanding
after three post- buildings and then home with
ponements, her her for lunch. We ended the day
departure from in Karachi by going to see
Bombay actual- "Swanee River."
ly got under
* * *
way.
She
is
''MUSCAT ·IN ARABIA WAS
now temporari- our next interesting port. Very
ly stationed in . fortunately the British agent for
Istanbul,
Tur- Muscat was on board and gave
key, as a Y. W. the four of us a special permit
Davies
c. A. worker, to go ashor'e. The port officials
' but because of the war her let- are very careful these days and
ter, telling of her trip there was they allow few to enter and you
long delayed. The story con- cannot get off unless you have
tinues:
the n~cessary documents. Mus· * * ·*
cat is a very picturesque · port
"AFTER POSTPONlNG TBE from the sea with its mountain
sailing date from Bombay three enclosed harbor, white houses,
time~, we finally got off. Our and sandy beaches. The old
first important stop was at Kar- Portugese forts on top of the
achi, the great airport city of hills are more ornamental today
North Western India. In spite than useful. Our ship anchored
of discouragement from the first in the bay and we went ashore
offic.e r I carried my kodak ashore in a clumsy looking row boat.
and took the amazing scene of As it was the siesta hour, · it
the camels pulling cars through was more than usually quiet as
the streets. These small carts we walked a short· distance from
behind those oddly proportion- the water's edge ·o n a stony nared animals with their noses up row street where we hired a diin the air, disdaining to look at lapidated car to take us around
the earth beneath their feet, town and over the mountain to
some way looked most ridicu- Mutrah.
lous. Our captain said the reason
* * *
for their superiority according
THE ROAD
OVER THE
to the Moslems, is that · camels mountain was not very good, but
know the one hundredth n~ne we made the curves, held onto
of Allah.
the sides of the car and were re* * *
warded by a beautiful view of
· "WE STOPPED AT THE town and . harbor. As we went
Y.W.C.A. to · pay our respects down int ·, Mutrah, we saw a
and were surprised when the cow being driven away from a
Anglo-Indian secretary said the well pulling a bucket like conpresident was in the building tainer from the depths and
and were more astonished when spilling the contents into an
1 in walked an American lady and open trough to irrigate a little
· one I had met at a conference gardep laid out in squares. It
l years ago. She was Marjorie has ot rained for two years
Stickney Bond who had been a there and it may not for sev..

in

1

eral · more for the last time it
was seven years between rains.
Any growing thing depends on·
irrigation and you can guess
greenery is very scarce as all
water costs money. Fish is the
main item of food for man and
beast, even the camels. ·There
could be no question about there
being plenty of fish as the air
was filled with the smell.

*

* *

*

*

"THERE IN MUTRAH WE
went to the Dutch Reform Hospital .built under the supervision
of Dr. Paul Harrison, who was
recently in Elkhart, Indiana. He
has lived· in this part of · the
world many years and has done
outstanding medical work. Mubarek, the Arabian man of whom
Dr. Harrison speaks and writes
proudly showed us around. Most
of the patients sat or were
$tretched out on rugs or pads on
the floor with a member of the
family or a friend to look after
them, Mubarek invited us over
to his home for refreshments.
His home, a typical one of the
county. They move their beds
or mats to the flat roof for sleeping. The four of us were served very strong, bitter coffee in
tiny cups by Mubarek's wife. The
custom is to drink tliree cups,
but only Dr. Barny did it.

*

"AS WE JOURNEYED
along through the streets it
seemed all the Bible pictures in
my memory came to life. There
were the women going to the
well for water carrying their
jars balanced on their heads, the
men with long flowing· robes and
scarfs over their heads many
of them carrying the staff with
a crook on the end. Loaded
camel trains were making their
sedate way through the streets.
We left Muscat at twilight with
the protecting mountains silho:uetted against the sky and a
new moon hanging . over the city.

'
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AFTER M I S S ELIZABETH mask over their faces and the we were in port we traveled un-

Burnham's party, on the way to
Istanbul, Turkey,_ left Muscat, as
reported in the last installment
of her interesting story yesterday in this colI umn, they stopped at numerous
little towns in
Iran, or Persia
as it is generally
c a 11 e d.
They
then crossed the
Gulf of Arabia
twice, the next
,1 important s t o P
being at Bahrain I s 1 an d s.
. Davtes
They were .finally admitted. Her story continues:

* *

*

"WE WERE SO P:tiEASED TO
gain entry as we had heard so
much about Bahrain we wanted
to see it. Dr. Barney, Miss Bakker and the mission school teach.er {whom she previously mentioned) live in a good sized airy
house, a large fan in each room
as is necessary here. Carpets
on the floor, attractive furniture,
and plumbing of a kind make it
all very liveable. Dr. Barney
showed us the garden plot she
has struggled with for seven
years and it is a welcome spot
of green. After lunch with them·
we saw the home for orphan
children in the Dutch Reform
Mission Compound and went inside the women's hospital. Most
of the women even those in bed
wore the halloween's like black

1

all enveloping black "aba" which der blackout enforcement. The
covers them from head to heels. blue green lights of our cabins
and in the ·dining room gave· us
* * *
all a queer ghostly look. Our port
"WE SAW THE LARGER hole had to be closed, even when
men's hospital and then went in these were on. In the dining
their auto around the city visit- room. they had arranged a curiing the bazaars, through narrow ous 'winkum' game, for every
·c rooked streets, past the flat top- time the door out onto the deck
ped residences, and quite a num- opened the lights went out. The
ber of modern new buildings and decks were in absolute blackness
on the farther end of the island so that when you went out from .
over a desert stretch to see the the social hall or dining room
oil camp where about three hun- you groped around until you
dred men and their families live could see outlines.
in air conditioned houses, have
* * *
thtf r own store, club house etc.
"WE WERE HAPPILY SUBWe left our friends after tea, prised at Kuwait, Arabia, to find
Miss Bakker happy in her new the captain had secured leave for
surroundings, and Dr. Barney us to go ashore for three hours.
surrounded by welcoming Ara- Two American .girls from the ,
bian friends.
Dutch Reform Mission Hospital
came on board expecting to meet
* * *
"WE WERE FROM THEN ON some people they knew, but as
the only ladies on the boat. Of their friends were not on boar
course, there were the deck pas- they took us and the eight Ameri
sengers, about a- hundred in num- can oil men under their wing an
ber. We spent quite a little time together with the captain w
watching them spread their rugs went ashore in a launch. Dr.
and mats for a bed, prepare their Mary Allison, head of the hosfood, eat, smoke their water pital, met us with her car and
pipes and enjoy life in general. with the aid of two taxis took
It was just as well as we were the whole crowd of us around
a deck's distance from some of the city, visiting the bazaars,
them though others were very some small shops, out to the
clean in their long flowing robes. Sheik's 'White House,' along the
At the sunset hour we would fre- shore line, through narrow, windquently see them .face toward ing streets and out one of the
Mecca, kneel, touch their .fore- gates of the city opening onto
head to the ground, stand and the wide expanse of desert that
then repeat it all saying their set went on as far as the eye could
prayers.
see and it was rather breathtaking.
A camel train and donkeys
* * *
"ALL THE WAY UP THE were going out into the nothingPersian gulf except the nights ness.

ABOUT SOME OF
the ancient Bibical cities in the
l near east is told in this installinteresting letter,
written by Miss
Elizabeth Burnham to friends
in Grand Forks
after she reached her destinati on, Istanbul,
Turkey w h e r e
she is now stationed temporarily at a Y. W.
C. A. worker. In
a previous installment she
told of having
Dafles
visited Baghdad,
but here sh e
tells of more interesting incidents
that occured in that and other
ancient cities.
MORE

1

•

*

*

*

"I HAVE A LONG LINE OF
indebtedness to people all along
the way who have made this trip
enjoyable," she wrote. "Mr. Harold Lampard, Y.M.C.A. secretary
at Baghdad met us at the station, took ·us and all our baggage
, to the Y.M.C.A. and he · literally
took charge · of us; helping us
with money changing, ticket buying, etc. The first night we were
in Baghdad ther.e was an elec·
trical storm and a sand storm
that covered everything in our
room with a layer of sand bef ore we could close the windows.

This was followed by rain which
marked the beginning of cooler
weather. * . * *•
"BECAUSE IT HAD RAINED
and settled the dust Mr. Lampard
suggested the sixty mile trip to
Babylon might be made while we
were awaiting the next transportation. Arrangements were made
and we were ·off at 7:00 in the
morning in an antiquated car,
with a young Britisher who had
been teaching in Iran for three
years. He made an excellent
guide, could talk to the driver,
and told us much in general
about this part of the world. We
saw the ruins of the citadel, the
Gates of Ishtar, the palace of
Nebuchadnezzar, the floor of
Balshazzar's banquet hall where
the handwriting was written on
the wall, the Hanging Gardens,
the temple of Marduk and the
site of the tower of Babel. The
latter site is nothing but a moat
today in the shape of the brick
foundation, as all the bricks were
taken away to be used for other
building purposes ages ago. We
saw too the tqwer for a long time
erroneously called the tower of
Babel. We had our picnic lunch
near the ruins and shook the dust
of ancient Babylon from our

shoes.

.

* * *

'~WHILE WE .WERE RESTING
camel trains and men on donkeys
passed us and there were sheperds with their flocks along the

way much as in ancient times.
The Germans started tnis excava·
tion work in 1899 and worked at
it until 1917. They took the best
enameled work and carvings back
to Berlin where there is an elaborate reconstruction of parts of
anctent Babylon in miniature.

*

*

*

"BAGHDAD IS NOT QUITE
the city · of fairy tale lore for
there is nothing of particular interest about it. ou·r first evening
we joined the people along the
shore of the Tigris river at sun- 1
set time and it is really beautiful
there. Most ·of the men and the
very few women -in evidence were
dress~d in European clothes.
Down in the business di:strict the ·
·n ext day most of the women,
again few in number, were entirely covered with the black
'aba" and veil, and more of the
men were in the flowing ·Arani
garments. Men of the laboring
class, bent at an abs·o tute right
angle carrieq tremendous burdens through the streets. The
streets away from the few broad
tree and flower planted avenues
were narrow and crooked. The
evening coffee shops and outdoor
gardens are the men's paradise.
I never quite app~oved ,of the
Y.M.C.A . taking care of girls, but
I was very happy to be taken
ln by the Y.M.C.A. in Baghdad
for ,ve were very comfortable
there and well taken care of by
both Mr. and Mrs. L~mpard .

THIS

CHAPTER

CON- not know French or Tur~ish our esting time watching them and

eludes the interesting story of
the trip to Istanbul, Turkey,
made by Miss Elizabeth Burnham, former Grand Forks resident now stationed as a Y. W.
C. A. work~r in
that far-off city.
At Baghdad she
received a teleg r a m advising
her to go directly from that city
to Istanbul by
the Taurus Express r a t h e r
than by way 'Of
· Damascus a n d
Beirut and in
this final chapDavies
ter
she
tells
of
the
trip
on · that
I train:

*

*

*

"THE COACH OF THE TAU-

rus Express "Yith its European
style of9 private compartment
was quite comfortable. Along
with the other passengers I
could open .my window and lean
out at the stations to see what
was going on. The second night
out the customs officials awakened me from a sound sleep. The
woman official chose my largest
. i suitcase to open and looked rath. · t er astonished when she uncovered my riding boots. She was really looking for · gold . and turned
over and over my little gold look·
ing pencil I carry in rny purse.
She soon went away evidently
satisfied I did not have · gold.
Both she and the man thanked
me in English, about the only
. English words they knew. As I do

conversation was in the si n rioting the way they carried on
language.
thei~ work.

*

*

*

*

*

*

"WE LEFT BAGHDAD WED:

·" AS MY WAIT WAS LONG

nesday and were supposed to
have arrived in Istanbul Saturday evening but the .rains had
softened the road bed at a low
place and the trains could not go
over this area. We had to leave
our train .and walk down the
·tracks to another train. All this
·c aused delay and we did not arrive in Istanbul ,until Sunday afternoon, October 20. As I stepped
off the train a Turkish gentleman came up to me, called me by
name and said ladies from the
American college at . Scutari
would be there in a few minutes
and that I was to wait for them.

m'y new friend called the school

* * *

"I HAD ARRIVED THE ONLY
·day in five years that no one
cquld meet me. The census was
being- taken in all Turkey this
one day and no one could leave
his or her place of residence until the whistle blew announcing
the census was finished. The
teachers at the school had called
the station and asked that I be
met ·and told to wait until they
could get there. The train pulled
in about the time the whistle
blew. My Turkish friend who
spoke little English took me into
his private office, the transportation office of the railroad, and
seated me comfortably in a ch~ir
where I waited. Quite a number
of men dropped in, some on business and it looked as if others
came just to chat, of course, all
in Turkish. I had quite an inter-

again and said I was with him.
While I was waiting those two
hours the teachers and Cora
Clary the Y. W. C. A. secretary
were looking the city over and.
really getting quite worried. My
friend had taken such good care
of me taking me to his office ·
where he thought I would be I
more comfortable but in reality l
hiding me away where my American friends could not find
me. I was not worried, but I did ,
wonder what was k~eping them.

*

* '*

"THE TEACHERS AT THE
school and the Y. W. C. A. people

gave me a most hearty welcome
after we finally got together. I
am comfortably situated in a
room at the Scutari Girls School
among congenial Americans and
where I am to teach three classes ·
in home economics. Every afternoon and some mornings I will
go over to the service center {Istanbul Y. W. C. A.) to· work. To
make the journey I will just step
on the ferry that goes across the
Bosporus traveling from Asia to i
Europe · in about 20 minutes.
There is plenty to eat here and I
am liking the Turkish people
very much. They seem quite European and are .so eager to help,
particularly when they know you
are a foreigner and an American. There is always a way out
for Americans if there should be
need to leave so do not worry."

,

THERE WAS PRINTED IN
this column a few weeks ago, a
little bogus check problem, and
now comes a reply from James
H. Turner who goes · considerable
beyond answering the problem
to give his views
on checks in
general and the
effects of the
g o v er nm ent's
vast spending
program. Mr.
Turner calls attention to . the
general lack o.f
knowledge of the
r a p i d m ov e ments in the nation's capitol and
suggests organized meetings over the country featuring debates
and addresses by well informed
men as a means of keeping the
public informed. Such ~essions, it
would appear, would be of benefit provided the debates and
speeches could be kept wholly
out of politics.
THE

* *

BAD

CHECK

PROB-

lem was this: A man p.,urchased a
necktie with a one dollar check.
The merchant indorsed the check
and used it in payment for goods
purchased from another merchant. The check changed hands 20
times in that manner, each
merchant making a profit of 25
· per cent on his sale except the

20th merchant who took the·
.. check to the bank to cash it and
found there were no funds. He
then went to the other merchants, collecting five cents from
each and donating five cents
himself to cover the check. Each
merc11.ant's profit then was cut,
but each still had a 20 per cent
profit on his sale. The question
is, who was the loser?

*

*

*

"YOUR 'BUM CHECK' PROB·

lem," wrote Mr. Turner, "is a little too real to be ignored. The
last holder of the check was
stuck until he could unload-take
up a collection to save his hide.
The real answer is this: no paper
money is worth the paper its
written on without the proper
foundation. Every check~ paper
bill, etc., is either a promi§e to
pay or an order to pay, and its
value depends . entirely on the
character, integrity and financial
strength of the signer.

* * *

"WHY D~ WE USE PAPER?
Confidence, convenience and habit. The strength of the system depends entirely upon the frequency of the failures thereof. If no
'bum checks' were written, · no
checks would ever be questioned.
They would be money equal to
Uncle Sam's. But checks are
questioned and even failure adds
to the sKepticism of you, us, et
al. That bird who took up the
collection to make 20 transac-

tions party successful, advertised
the weakness of the system .all
over town.

* *

*

"WHAT DID HE DO TO CONfidence, convenience and ,ha it?
Shook them far beyond the
amounts of the transactions involved. That whole town is
watching checks more than ever.
Not so good for checks.

*

*

*

."NOW, HOW ABOUT UNCLE

I

Sam's money? When gold was ,
buried. some of the 'wise guys'
said 'fiat currency' (faith cure.)
But confidence, convenience and
habit held good. We ·are spending
money like drunken sailors, and
now the sailors' wives and children and all other kin are getting
in the game and Uncle Sam doesn't even promise to pay. Where
are we going from here?

* * *

"WE ARE A DEMOCRACY,

so says the .p resident. We the
'you, us et al' are supposed to
tell him (the government) what
we want done. You, (the· press)
keep us posted. How much? Why
wouldn't it be a good idea in
these high blood pressure times,
to organize some meetings with
speakers, debates, etc. and have
some of these momentous questions brought home to us. We
might work out something like
the University of hicago round
table on a more
less permanent basis."

f1

AN INTERESTING LITTLE but ac uired a wife- a Swedish ing been bitten by mosquitos and

story of how a Hindu ,away from
hl·s native land for a time, returned with a Swedish wife who
~
his people refused to accept until she, too, became a Hindu,
is contained in a
letter
received
by P r o f e s sor
and Mrs. Hywel
C. Row 1 and
from Rev. and
Mrs. John W.
Roberts, brotherin-law and sister
o f M r s. R o wland.
The letter
Davies
was postmarked
October 6, but was not received
by the Rowlands until February
14. It was sent from the Welsh
Mission, Sylhet, Assam, India,
where the Roberts are now stationed.

girl. Sh~ intended going to Ja..
·
1 1anguages
pan to ·rdo Orienta
but the war broke out so she
had to come to India where her
Husband had preceded her. His
people .were Hindus and not willing to receive her unless she too
became a Hindu. So now she ts
all but as an· Indian and looks
queer with her fair skin, fair
hair wearing a sari.

* * *

"WE HAVE MET SEVERAL

times and she is a· decent sort.
Now her mother and aunt are
coming out to her! What is she
going to do with them? They
can't live in her house, being
Christians (the aunt was her
godmother). She came to ask advice. We could only suggest
Shillong where there are hotels
and lodging houses for Europeans and there are none here."

other insects and the bites had
gone septic. They had kept a .
cafe at 4ldgate and had been
.able to get. any dainties that they
liked and before the 'b aby was
born the· woman took a pint of
cream a day. None o:f that out
here. She had matle a horrible
mistake coming out and it's difficult to see how she can get
back to her old Itfe. She is practically a prisoner in a Mohamme·
dan village. We tried to get her
to come to the hospital to be ·
treated. She hasn't come yet.
Will she be able to get away
from that village? She is still a
Christian but .evidently had never
belonged to a place of worship.
· * * *
"HER HUSBAND THOUGHT

their baby woulp. be safe from
London bombings. That's why
they came here.
Now, their
money is coming to an end. Don't
* * *
silly girls make silly mistakes
* * *
THE LETTER ALSO ,TELLS · ........still she has plenty of pluck.
BEFORE MENTIONING THE of an English girl who married a The Europeans here feel bad
;Hindu and his Swedish bride, the Mohammedan lascar (a man who about her and will help her if
·lletter tells of conditions in India works on the steamers) in Lon- she is in need. \Ve shall have to
which, at the time it was written, don and moved to India with her keep in touG!: with h·e r but canapparently had not been affected husband and their baby, six not often go to the village. The
greatly by the war. Supplies months old. They moved to a Mohammedans are fasting this
were still easily obtained but village ten miles from Sylhet. month (that w~s in October) and
food prices were going up. Their The Roberts, with another wo- the husband of the English wo,. grants had been reduced twelve man, went to see her and had to man was asked i.f · he were fastand one-half per cent and an- travel in a small boat since that · ing too. He said "Yes, but she
other reduction was expected, but was the only way the place keeps her religion and I keep
the family was thankful to be could be reached at that time be- mine, I don't interfere'."
escaping the hardships they knew cause .of heavy roads. The Eng* * *
existed in · their native . Wales. li'""h woman, the letter said, never
THE 1POLITICAL SITUATION ,
They expected to take a three- goes out because the people from in India was as unsatisfactory as ·
m unths leave durin'g March, the villages around come in ever, the Roberts wrote. The
April and May and visit a daugh- crowds to stare at her.
leaders were playing with words
ter.
· * * *
and formulas and refusing to
* * *
"THEY HAD TO SEND IN TO help win the war, although they
REFERRING TO THE HINDU Sylhet for bread," the 11ter con- said they would not do anything
and .h is Swedish bride the letter tinues. "The woman liad been to embarrass the government.
said: "Fancy us being up against 1 told she couldn't get butter. We They expressed doubt as to whethe refugee problem here! A 1 had some with us and it was the ther the leaders could keep the
Sylhet young man went to Lon- first she had seen in five weeks. rank and file within bounds of
don to study, failed his exams She was covered with sores, hav- non-violence.
1

,

